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St. Petersburg has officially confirmed 19,769 coronavirus cases, making it Russia's third most-affected
locale. Roman Pimenov / TASS

Russia’s second-largest city of St. Petersburg has a shortage of hospital beds for coronavirus
patients, the Fontanka news website reported Wednesday as patients decried poor conditions
at a hastily built temporary hospital.

St. Petersburg has officially confirmed 19,769 coronavirus cases, a figure that according to
Fontanka jumps to 30,000 when community-acquired pneumonia cases are included. 

Related article: St. Petersburg’s Mortality Spikes by 30% in May – Official Data

Fewer than 900 hospital beds, or 8% of the total number, were available in St. Petersburg as of
Monday, Fontanka cited unnamed entrepreneurs who saw the data at closed-door meetings

https://www.fontanka.ru/2020/06/10/69309142/
https://www.themoscowtimes.com/2024/04/28/st-petersburgs-mortality-spikes-by-30-in-may-official-data


with officials as saying.

At least four hospitals reportedly had between 100 and 300 more patients than beds as of
Wednesday, with two others close to capacity. 

The hospital bed figures were “valid for the start of the week” but have since improved to 17%
of beds free, deputy governor Yevgeny Yelin told Fontanka without explaining how the
hospital beds were able to free up in two days.

Former patients have also complained of “worse than in prison” conditions at the temporary
1,500-bed hospital set up in a week at an exhibition center that used to host the St. Petersburg
International Economic Forum. 

A section of a roof was reported to have collapsed at the Lenexpo temporary hospital’s on-call
room Tuesday, which local officials estimated would cost $6 million to repair.

Like Moscow, St. Petersburg began reporting fewer Covid-19 cases after President Vladimir
Putin announced new dates for Russia’s landmark Victory Day parade and a public vote on
constitutional reforms that would give him more years in power.

St. Petersburg governor Alexander Beglov has meanwhile suggested that businesses could
reopen in three stages as soon as next Monday, according to Fontanka. Official guidelines
recommend easing restrictions when hospitals are half full.
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